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Understand how tidal heating 
shapes worlds as a fundamental 

planetary process
Io may have a 
magma ocean

Largest volcanic 
eruptions in the 
Solar System

IVO will orbit Jupiter for 
3.9 years, making ten 
close passes by Io
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Objectives



• Intense volcanism driven by tidal heating from 4:2:1 orbital 
resonance of Io-Europa-Ganymede

• Best place to understand the tidal heating as a fundamental 
planetary process 

– We can easily measure the tides, heat flow, mass loss, etc. 
• Large-scale silicate and ultramafic volcanism has been a key 

process on all terrestrial planets
– Io is the only place in the Solar System where we can watch such 

voluminous and maybe ultramafic volcanism in action

• Heat-pipe tectonic end-member is relevant to early 
terrestrial planets and present-day exoplanets

Laplace 
resonance

Io is special

Pele and Pillan plume deposits Mountains >10 km high



Hundreds of extremely active* volcanic centers on Io
* More active than Kilauea

4Davies et al., 2015, Icarus, 262, 67-78.
Thermal  emission (GW)



Flood Lavas
There are ancient large lava flows on the Earth, 
Moon, Mars, Mercury and Venus

(All to the 

same scale)

Map after figure 4.26 in the Lunar Sourcebook; based on Schaber, 1973



IVO can measure tidal k2, libration 
amplitude, magnetic induction 

response, lava compositions, and map 
Io’s volcanism and heat flow to test

these four interior hypotheses.

Io’s interior structure
Melt distribution is key to 

understanding Io’s tidal heating



Early planetary magma oceans cool and solidify, and may lose heat 
primarily via heat pipes like we envision for Io today (Moore et al. papers)

Conduction cannot keep pace with subsidence 
rate, so lithosphere is cold and rigid

The Heat Pipe end-member for how planets lose heat



How thick and rigid is Io’s lithosphere?  
(Test of heat-pipe model)

If Io has a magma ocean, 
then the combined 
measurements of k2, libration
amplitude, and lithospheric 
thickness from magnetic 
induction tightly constrain the 
lithosphere’s thickness and 
rigidity

Low rigidity is not expected 
from the heat-pipe model

Hypothetical example
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IVO Science Experiments 

FGM

MERTIS

INMS

PIMS

EIS NACBaseline Mission:
• Narrow-Angle Camera (NAC)

– 10 µrad/pixel, 12 color bandpasses
• Thermal Mapper (TMAP)

– 125 µrad/pixel, 8 bandpasses from 5-16 microns plus 
radiometer (2, 18-40 microns)

NAC and TMAP mounted on ±90∘ pivot
• Dual fluxgate magnetometer (DMAG)
• Plasma Instrument for Magnetic Sounding (PIMS)
• Ion and Neutral Mass Spectrometer (INMS) 
• Gravity Science

Optional instruments:
• Student collaboration Wide-Angle Camera (SWAC)
• Reflective UV Spatial Heterodyne Spectrometer                          

(RUSHeS) (Technology demonstration)



Integral peak flux (1-cm Ta equivalent shielding) is 
reduced by 4 orders of magnitude <10 h from C/A. 

Closest 
approach

• Orbit inclined ~45º to Jupiter’s orbital plane
• Nearly north-south flybys of Io has significant advantages

– Minimizes total radiation dose per flyby
• ~20 krad per flyby (vs. ~80 krad for Galileo, ~70 krad for Europa Clipper)
• S/C only spends ~12 hrs/flyby in the intense radiation

– Polar observations to distinguish between tidal heating mechanisms

Ten Io encounters (I1 to I10) in nominal mission

IVO’s Orbit is optimized for science and
to minimize total radiation dose



Jupiter tour to measure tidal k2

Max difference from periapse to 
apoapse in gravitational signal (mgals)

• Must pass over the right places at the right 
times

• Given IVO’s orbit, this requires waiting for 
Io’s orbit to precess

• Need >3 yrs to measure two periapse-
apoapse pairs of encounters

Increases delta-v, but Mars gravity 
assist available in late 2020s

• Side benefit of longer tour is that the 
subsolar longitude moves significantly

Can image >90% of Io in sunlight or 
Jupitershine at <300 m/pixel



Jupiter Tour

Left: flyby ground tracks over 
Io, color-coded by illumination: 
yellow = day, 
dark blue = night, 
light blue = Jupitershine
red dot = closest approach 



Global image coverage

SWAC stereo 
coverage:



IVO Summary
• Rich science return relevant to understanding 

terrestrial planets, ocean worlds, and exoplanets
• Accomplishes all objectives in Decadal Survey for a 

New-Frontiers class Io mission
With improvements such as measuring tidal gravity, libration, 
lava composition from thermal emission spectra, and global 
mapping

• Now is a great time to start this mission
• No new technologies needed, taking advantage of work 

completed for Juno, BepiColombo, JUICE, DART, Parker 
Solar Probe, and Europa Clipper

• Joint science with JUICE and Europa Clipper improves the 
science return from all 3 missions

• Mars gravity assist via launch in late 2020s saves fuel for 
an Extended Mission

Io plasma torus

Super-Earth lava planet


